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Diversity patterns of seasonal wetland plant communities
mainly driven by rare terrestrial species
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Abstract In cleared landscapes, wetlands can represent important reservoirs of native
plant diversity, which include terrestrial species. Depending on study aims, non-wetland
plants might be removed before analysis, affecting conclusions around biodiversity and
community structure. We compared the native plant communities of seasonal wetlands in a
predominately agricultural landscape as defined geographically (including all species) with
that of the obligate wetland assemblage. We were primarily concerned with determining
how this design decision affects ecological and conservation conclusions. We analysed a
survey database containing [12,900 flora records from South Australia, developing a new
area-based method to remove sampling bias to include only wetlands with a near-complete
census. We modelled occupancy, species-area relationships, b-diversity and nestedness
under our contrasting community definitions. Terrestrial species were 57.4 % of total
richness. Removing these species reduced wetland a-diversity by 45 %, but did not affect
the scaling of richness with area (power-law species-area relationship z = 0.21 ± 0.01).
Occupancies for wetland plants were relatively uniform, but were heavily dominated by
rare (satellite) species when terrestrial plants were included, and this also increased bdiversity. Nestedness for terrestrial species occupancies was marginally lower than predicted under null models, suggesting that rare species often do not co-occur with common
species. An implication of these occupancy patterns is that twice as many wetlands (and
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50 % more wetland area) would be needed to include every native species within at least
one wetland compared with wetland-only species.
Keywords b-diversity  Biological database  Occupancy distribution  Species-area
relationship  Wetland biodiversity

Introduction
Wetlands, like all freshwater ecosystems, are susceptible to many stressors arising from
global change (Davis et al. 2010; Dudgeon 2010; Houlahan et al. 2006). Seasonal wetlands
are among the most vulnerable to human activities (Holland et al. 1995), but they also
support species-rich ecotones (Brock and Casanova 1997) that provide habitat for both
wetland and terrestrial (often called ‘upland’) plant species (Brose 2001; Haukos and
Smith 1994; Kaeser and Kirkman 2009). Even in highly urbanised or agricultural catchments, at least some wetland or riparian areas remain and these can represent the only
remaining areas of native vegetation (Haukos and Smith 1994; Lastrucci et al. 2010; von
Behren et al. 2013).
Studies of wetland plant biodiversity can, depending on the research aims, choose to
limit analyses to obligate wetland species—a question of community definition (Fauth
et al. 1996). If research interest is on biodiversity of all plants occurring within the
mapped wetland extent, then a geographical definition of ‘community’ applies (and
terrestrial species should be retained); alternatively, interest could lie only in obligate
wetland plants and this assemblage would then define the community (Fauth et al.
1996). From a regional biodiversity perspective, particularly in cleared landscapes where
little other native vegetation remains, the decision of whether or not to omit terrestrial
species from wetland datasets is important because it risks developing an incomplete
understanding of the full suite of species that depend on the presence of those habitat
patches. It could also change conclusions about community-assembly processes with
implications for conservation planning. We therefore compared the results of omitting or
including terrestrial species when evaluating the biodiversity patterns of seasonal wetland plant communities in heavily cleared agricultural landscapes in South Australia.
Study wetlands are of high conservation value both as habitat for endangered fauna
(Wilson and Paton 2004) and for their intrinsic values (Duffield et al. 2000), and are
classified as a Critically Endangered community under the federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. We expected to find that terrestrial
species are also an important component of these seasonal wetland plant communities,
contributing to regional biodiversity conservation.
Effective conservation planning requires an understanding of species abundances,
spatial distributions of species and richness patterns, in particular diversity and
endemicity (Rodrigues and Gaston 2001). However, obtaining sufficient data to do this
can be challenging. Fortunately, museum or herbaria databases (Delgado et al. 2005)
and other ‘natural history collections’ (Graham et al. 2004) can provide occurrence data
useful for correlative and mechanistic species distribution modelling (Elith et al. 2006;
Fordham et al. 2012). Other online databases also provide survey data collated over
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many projects, which have potential uses in other forms of modelling. While Balian
et al. (2008) have called for the increased use of these survey databases for applications
in freshwater biodiversity, there are technical challenges in their use that are often
overlooked (e.g. Hortal et al. 2007; Soberon and Peterson 2004). It remains unclear to
what extent these databases can contribute to modelling wetland biodiversity patterns or
species extinction risk.
We tested whether an existing plant survey database could be used for modelling
patterns of biodiversity in wetland plant communities, testing hypotheses on how the
inclusion or exclusion of terrestrial species affect conclusions. We expected decreased
compositional similarity (higher b-diversity) when including terrestrial plants due to the
much larger species-pool for terrestrial—(compared with obligate-wetland) plants
(Chambers et al. 2008). For similar reasons we expected that excluding terrestrial
species would increase nestedness in plant communities (species-poor sites would be
proper subsets of species-rich sites). Finally, because including terrestrial species must
increase wetland a-diversity, we expected to find higher intercepts and changes to the
slopes of species-area relationships (Brose 2001; Smith and Haukos 2002). We show
that the terrestrial component of these seasonal wetlands is not only diverse and highly
variable, but that the distribution of rare terrestrial species (those found in \10 % of
wetlands) does not necessarily coincide with that of common species. This finding
greatly increases both the number and total area that is required to protect the regional
plant biodiversity as determined by seasonal wetlands in this heavily modified
landscape.

Table 1 Regional database and analysis dataset summary statistics
Region

Analysis dataset

Rainfall range

500–800 mm/year

Maximum elevation

320 m

Central latitude

35.5°S

Total wetlands

76

Median size

2.8 ha

Mean size

4.5 ha

Maximum size

34.7 ha

Mean richness (all native plants) [95 % CI]

30 [28.1, 32.6]

Mean richness (wetland-only natives) [95 % CI]

21 [18.9, 21.9]

Mean richness (terrestrial natives) [95 % CI]

10 [9.2, 11.5]

b1 all native plants

0.09

b1 wetland-only natives

0.06

b1 terrestrial natives

0.17

Native terrestrial species

124

Exotic terrestrial species

100 (32 %)

Terrestrial rare or endangered species

10 (8 %)

Native wetland-only species

91

Exotic wetland-only species

18 (16 %)

Wetland rare or endangered species

16 (18 %)
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Methods
Study area
We collated data specific to wetlands located on the Fleurieu Peninsula in South Australia
covering an area of 1200 km2 (Clark et al. 2007) and extending 100 km to the south west
of Adelaide (Table 1; Fig. 1). The region’s climate is Mediterranean, with warm, dry
summers and cool, wet winters. Average annual rainfall at sea level is 500 mm and this
increases to around 900 mm in the highest-elevation (*320 m) central plateaux. The
wetlands comprise dense vegetation that is described as ‘reedy or heathy’ and growing on
waterlogged soils typically associated with watercourses (Duffield et al. 2000). Inundation
of wetland substrata is generally shallow and seasonal, although permanent areas of surface
saturation associated with springs are common. Areas of open water are rare and tend to be
within the shallow watercourses typical of core wetland areas. As a result, while terrestrial
species are more abundant in fringing locations, they can often be found in drier microsites throughout the wetland extent.

Fig. 1 Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia showing study wetlands in red and other wetlands in white. Also
shown are 750 and 800 mm isohyets and major watercourses. Shading represents topography, with dark
shades indicating higher elevations that reach a maximum of *320 m above sea level. Fleurieu wetlands
occur mostly above elevations of around 250 m coinciding with mean annual rainfall [750 mm
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Data
We started with a published survey database (South Australian Wetland Inventory Database—SAWID) compiled during a wetland mapping and data inventory project on the
Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia (Harding 2005). We defined our wetland areas
according to the mapping data from that project, which applied a consistent protocol
described in Harding (2005). All available biological data collected from 1977 to 2004
were incorporated within the database, which included a range of data types collected
across more than 20 projects. We updated this database with three additional wetland
vegetation surveys done from 2005 to 2009. Survey methods included opportunistic
sightings (herbaria data), species lists, and quadrat-based surveys. We matched all
flora records to the relevant alphanumeric taxonomic codes used in the Biological Database
of South Australia (BDBSA; www.environment.sa.gov.au/Science/Information_data/
Biological_databases_of_South_Australia) to ensure consistency across datasets. We also
used the BDBSA to determine conservation status and exotic plants, removing all nonnative plants from further analysis (note that exotic plants do not affect overall conclusions—Appendix 6, Supporting Information).

Data pre-processing and removal of sampling bias
To ensure ecologically meaningful comparisons, we separated flora records by decade and
used data from only the most recent decade (2000–2009), during which time no widespread
changes in land use have occurred. Records collected prior to 2000 represented only
around 25 % of records and were insufficient to support any comparison with wetlands
during the most recent decade.
Following the general methods described in Hortal et al. (2007), we first did a range of
quality checks on records, removing, or where possible, correcting spatial information
based on comparison of the recorded coordinates of surveys, metadata describing the actual
location and wetland extent mapping. Species richness was positively correlated with
survey effort (measured as number of surveys), which is an indication of sampling bias that
had to be removed prior to analysis. We first attempted to use published methods to do this
(e.g., Hortal et al. 2007; Lobo 2008), but were unsuccessful (discussed in Appendix 1). We
instead used a three-step process to select wetlands with near-complete surveys: (i) we
fitted a power-law species-area relationship using wetlands known to have a good census
record, (ii) we calculated a prediction interval based on the observed species-area relationship, and (iii) we applied this prediction interval criterion on all wetlands in the
database, selecting those where observed species richness fell within the prediction interval
for a wetland of that size. Below we discuss each step individually.

Fitted species-area relationship
We started with two subsets of the data: a baseline dataset only including wetlands known
to have a reliable census record (surveyed or co-surveyed by D.C.D, n = 11); an incomplete dataset containing only surveys we considered very unlikely to be full-census records
based on their spatial design and scaling with area (n = 14; see Appendix 1). Baseline
wetlands were located from across the region and covered a wide range in total area (0.5–
34.5 ha). They also included example wetlands from catchments under all of the dominant
land uses in the region (grazing, plantation forestry and both private and formal
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conservation). We fitted a power-function species-area relationship to the baseline dataset
(S = cAz where: S = species richness, A is wetland area, while c and z are constants;
Fig. 2). Model parameter values (c = 29.3 [24.7, 34.0] (mean ± [95 % confidence intervals]); z = 0.25 [0.185, 0.322]) were in the range of values typical for similar wetlands
(Tables A-2, A-3) and area explained a high proportion of variation in species richness
(R2 = 0.88; Fig. 2a). We therefore assumed that variation in the species-area relationship
for baseline wetlands was typical of the range for all wetlands in the region.

Selecting prediction intervals
We then calculated prediction intervals for the species-area model that included the
maximum number of baseline wetlands, while precluding all incomplete wetlands. We
calculated prediction intervals using the delta method to estimate the variance of the
power-function:

y

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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are the
where: y is the estimated species richness at area x; G b;
derivative of the power-function with respect to the parameter vector
 b evaluated at value x
using the best fit estimates, and its transpose respectively; Var b^ is the variance–covariance matrix for the model parameters; r^2 is the estimated error variance (the squareroot of the sum of the squared errors divided by the model degrees of freedom); and,
ta=2;n2 is the critical value for the t-distribution at confidence level (1-a).

(a) Fitting

(b) Selection

log(species richness)
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Fig. 2 Power-law species-area relationships fitted to (a) baseline wetlands and (b) used to select full-census
wetland surveys (logarithmic-scaling of axes). In both panels, the solid line is the best-fit power-law speciesarea curve and dashed lines are 50 % prediction intervals for the model. In panel (b), wetlands included in
the analysis set are symbolised by triangles, and omitted wetlands by circles
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We selected the value of a where prediction intervals for the species-area relationship
included the maximum number of baseline wetlands but did not select any from the
incomplete wetlands. These criteria suggested a 50 % prediction interval. Although this
excluded one of the baseline wetlands (Fig. 2a), a prediction interval wide enough to
include this wetland included almost every wetland in the dataset.

Wetland selection using prediction intervals
Using Eq. 1 and a = 0.5 we calculated a 50 % prediction interval for species richness for
all mapped wetlands with flora data collected after 1999 (n = 185). We selected all
wetlands where the observed species richness fell within this prediction interval (Fig. 2b).
A total of 80 wetlands met this criteria. We removed four wetlands with areas less than
0.4 ha to avoid extrapolating too far below our minimum observed wetland area (0.54 ha).
Our final analysis dataset consisted of 76 wetlands.
We recognise that precluding wetlands falling above the prediction interval could result
in the loss of legitimate surveys from wetlands of unusually high diversity. Equally, in
addition to the desired effect of filtering out incompletely surveyed wetlands, our approach
could remove wetlands of unusually low diversity. We saw no alternative to the use of
area-scaling relationships as size differences among wetlands make it impossible to use
established methods as discussed above (e.g., Hortal et al. 2007; Lobo 2008). Given the
strength of the species-area relationship in our baseline dataset, and the consistency of
parameter estimates in our predictive model with published values, we believe that our
analysis dataset provides a reliable statistical sample of these wetland plant communities.

Separating obligate- and non-obligate wetland plant species
We used the water plant functional group assignments of Casanova and Brock (2000) to
distinguish obligate wetland plants from those capable of persisting within the terrestrial
landscape matrix. We based our assignment into functional groups on Casanova (2011) and
the opinion of local aquatic botanists (pers. comm. J. Nicol, South Australian Research and
Development Institute). We omitted from the wetland-only subset plants classified as
terrestrial, which are represented by functional groups ‘Tdry’ and ‘Tdamp’ (Casanova
2011). This is similar to excluding both facultative and obligate upland plants from the
wetland community if using the US Department of Interior wetland plant classification
(Reed 1988). Our final two wetland-community datasets comprised all plants and wetlandonly taxonomic subsets of the native vegetation. We also analysed terrestrial species
separately in some analyses to highlight differences between the obligate and non-obligate
communities. We refer to this dataset as terrestrial, although strictly speaking it includes
some facultative wetland plants.

Analysis
We analysed three major ecological patterns in each dataset: (i) species occupancy, (ii)
species-area relationships, and (iii) distance-decay in community similarity—a form of
species turnover or b-diversity (Anderson et al. 2011). To distinguish competing occupancy frequency distributions, we fitted seven regression models for ranked species
occupancy curves (RSOC; Jenkins 2011). Six of these (concave and convex exponential;
symmetric and asymmetric sigmoidal; lognormal and linear) were recommended in
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Jenkins (2011) and the seventh (power exponential function) was suggested by Hui (2012).
Models were selected using Akaike’s information criterion (Burnham and Anderson 2002).
Although many different models have been proposed for species-area relationships
[reviewed in Tjørve (2003)], the power function (Arrhenius 1921) has the most support in
comparative studies (Drakare et al. 2006; Triantis et al. 2012). It was also the most widely
applied species-area model, used in 22 of 28 studies done in lake and wetland ecosystems
that we reviewed (Table A-2, Appendix 2). We fitted power-function species-area models
to each dataset to test whether the value of the z parameter (slope) and coefficient of
determination (R2) differed between wetland-only and all plants communities.
b-diversity (Whittaker 1960) describes changes in community composition, or differentiation, and has been described using many different measures. To compare this value for
our study with previously published wetland data, we used the ‘beta-1’ index of Harrison
et al. (1992), which modifies Whittaker’s (1960) multiplicative relationship:
a  1=ðN  1Þ, where c = total observed species richness, a = mean wetland
b1 ¼ ½c=
species richness, N = the number of wetlands, and b1 can be interpreted as the average
compositional turnover between wetlands (range 0–1) (Harrison et al. 1992). We selected
this index because its simple data requirements allowed us to calculate the distribution of
the statistic from published studies in shallow wetland systems for comparison (Table A-4,
Appendix 3).
Distance-decay of similarity is also a measure of b-diversity, but is instead concerned
with differentiation in species composition along a gradient (Nekola and White 1999).
Modelling this relationship allows for the comparison of different samples (Anderson et al.
2011; Soininen et al. 2007), here represented by our two wetland plant communities. We
used the complement of the pairwise Jaccard dissimilarity index as a measure of wetland
community similarity and the Euclidean distance between wetland centroids to represent
the geographical distance. Nekola and White (1999) suggested the negative exponential
model to describe plant community distance-decay: S = S0e-cd, where S = similarity at
distance d, S0 = the maximum similarity between two sites, and c is a fitting parameter.
Linear, log–log and log-linear models are also commonly applied functions (Soininen et al.
2007). However, the distribution of the data suggested a functional form with a more rapid
initial decay. We therefore fit a power function: S = ad-b, where S and d take their above
values, and a and b are fitted model parameters. We compared model support for the
power, negative exponential, log–log and log-linear distance-decay functions using
Akaike’s information criterion. We compared the parameter values for the top-ranked
model for both communities. We expected higher between-wetland similarity and that this
should decay more slowly in wetland-only communities because of the smaller species
pool for wetland plants and increased dispersal via waterways. We did all modelling using
the R platform (R Core Team 2014) with custom analysis packages betapart (Baselga
et al. 2013), vegan (Oksanen et al. 2013), minpack.lm (Elzhov et al. 2015) and data
manipulation and plotting packages reshape2 and ggplot2 (Wickham 2007, 2009).
Ranked species occupancy curves are based on marginal totals and provide only limited
insights of community patterns; we therefore also calculated nestedness within the two
communities (Hui 2012). We predicted that wetland-only communities would be more
nested than all plants due to the smaller regional species pool and the filtering effects of
hydrological niche breadth. We used the nestedness metric based on overlap and
decreasing fill from Almeida-Neto et al. (2008). This method determines the degree of
nestedness for the overall matrix, but also the separate contributions of occupancy (nesting
of species) and composition (nesting of sites). The metric ranges from 0 to 100, the upper
extreme representing perfect nestedness. We did the nestedness analysis using the NODF
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software package (Almeida-Neto and Ulrich 2011), which calculates the metric and provides a test of the null hypothesis that the observed overlap and decreasing fill metrics do
not differ from expected values under the assumption of null communities. Simulated null
communities are used to determine the expectation, using the proportional—algorithm
(Ulrich and Gotelli 2012). A one-sided Type I error p is calculated for the Z-transform
under an assumption of normally distributed values for the null communities overlap and
decreasing fill metrics (calculated as Z = [x - l]/r where: x = the overlap and decreasing
fill metric, l and r = mean and standard deviation, respectively for the distribution of the
equivalent overlap and decreasing fill metric from 999 simulated communities).

Results
The number of surveys per wetland (range 1–10; median = 1) was positively correlated
with species richness (Spearman rank correlation qs = 0.41, n = 219, p \ 0.001). Our
sampling-bias-removal method identified 76 wetlands with a near-complete census. This
represents 9 % of the total number of mapped wetlands and 41 % of the wetlands within
the database with post-1999 flora records. Native species richness for the all plants and
wetland-only analysis datasets were 215 and 91, respectively (Table 1). Proportionally,
there were twice as many terrestrial species that were classed as ‘exotic’ compared to
wetland species (32 vs. 16 %), and 18 % of wetland-only species were rare or endangered
compared with 8 % of terrestrial species (Table 1). At the wetland scale, including terrestrial native plants increased mean species richness from (mean [± 95 % confidence
limits] = 21 [18.9, 21.9]) to 30 [28.1, 32.6] (Table 1). Compared with the full wetland size
distribution (Table A-1), the median size of full-census wetlands was larger (2.8 vs.
2.1 ha), but mean size was smaller (4.5 vs. 5.1 ha).

(a) all plants

(b) wetland−only

log(occupancy)

1.00

0.10

0.01

0

50

100

150

200

0

50

100

150

200

species rank order
model

CE

SS

Fig. 3 Ranked species-occupancy curves for all plants (a) and wetland-only (b) datasets. The x-axis shows
the rank order of each species (highest occupancy is ranked 1st). The top-ranked model is also shown, along
with the coefficient of determination for each fit. CE concave exponential function, SS symmetric sigmoidal
[see Jenkins (2011)]
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Ecological patterns
Ranked species-occupancy curves for the two communities differed in shape, mostly due to
more infrequently occurring terrestrial species when all plants were included (Fig. 3,
Fig. A-4, Appendix 1). There was a corresponding difference in the top-ranked regression
model: for all plants this was the concave exponential function; for wetland-only plants the
symmetric sigmoidal function (Fig. 3; Table 2, Table A-7, Appendix 5). The AIC weight
(wAIC & parameter-corrected relative model probability) exceeded 0.99 for both models.
The coefficient of determination for regression model fits were both [0.99 (Fig. 3). The
occupancy frequency distribution for all plants was strongly unimodal and dominated by
infrequently observed (satellite) species (Fig. A-4, Appendix 4) for all plants, but this
mode was reduced for wetland-only plants, with a relative increase in frequently observed
(core) species, particularly when compared with terrestrial species (Fig. A-5, Appendix 4).
The power function species-area relationship had similar support for both the all plants
and wetland-only datasets, the fit being marginally better when terrestrial plants were
excluded (R2 = 0.39 vs. 0.40; Fig. 4; Table 2). Slopes (z) were the same for the two
Table 2 Model coefficients and goodness of fit for three ecological patterns for all plants and the subsets
wetland-only and terrestrial analysed separately
Pattern

Model

Statistic

All-plants

Wetland-only

Terrestrial

Ranked species
occupancy curvea

Symmetrical
sigmoidal

a

–

1.404 [1.292,
1.547]

–

b

–

-0.066 [-0.07,
-0.063]

–

c

–

-0.518 [-0.715,
-0.308]

–

y0

0.011 [0.008,
0.014]

–

0.025 [0.021,
0.029]

a

0.925 [0.914,
0.937]

–

0.852 [0.824,
0.880]

b

0.032
[0.032,0.033]

–

0.108 [0.102,
0.114]

c

23.8 [21.4, 26.4]

16.0 [14.3, 17.7]

8.3 [6.8, 9.8]

z

0.21 [0.15, 0.27]

0.21 [0.15, 0.28]

0.20 [0.09,
0.31]

R2

0.39

0.40

0.16

a

0.39 [0.38, 0.40]

0.44 [0.43, 0.46]

0.30 [0.28,
0.31]

b

-0.13
[-0.14,-0.12]

-0.12 [-0.13,
-0.11]

-0.16 [-0.18
-0.14]

R2

0.12

0.11

0.07

Power
exponential

Species-area
relationship

Distance-decay in
similaritya

Power-law

Power-law

For all patterns estimated model coefficients and 95 % confidence intervals are shown. For species-area and
distance-decay models, and index of goodness of fit (coefficient of determination R2) is shown. For ranked
species occupancy curves and distance decay, only the top-ranked model is given (Akaike’s information
criterion weights [wAIC] for all top-ranked models [0.99). Full model ranking results are in Appendix 5 of
the Supplementary Information)
a

Results for top-ranked model shown only—see Supplementary Information Tables A-7 and A-8 for all
model rankings; see Jenkins (2011) and Hui (2012) for ranked species occupancy curve model formulae
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log(species richness)

(a) all plants

(b) wetland−only

10
C = 23.8
z = 0.21
R2 = 0.39

0.1

1.0

10.0

C = 16
z = 0.21
R2 = 0.4

0.1

1.0

10.0

log(area, ha)
Fig. 4 Species-area relationships for all plants (a) and wetland-only (b) datasets. The log–log
implementation of the power-law species-area model is fitted to each data subset and the value for the
intercept (c) slope parameter (z) and coefficient of determination (R2) are shown in the bottom right of each
panel

datasets (0.21) and were also equal to the mean z-value from previously published studies
fitting power-law species-area relationships to similar shallow-wetland systems (mean
[± 95 % confidence limits] = 0.21 [0.16, 0.27], n = 8; Table A-2, Appendix 2).
Average compositional turnover was higher in the all plants dataset (b1 = 0.09) than
the wetland-only dataset (b1 = 0.06), due largely to the high turnover among terrestrial
species (b1 = 0.17) (Table 1). The values for the all plants and wetland-only communities
were both low compared with the distribution of b1 estimated from previously published
studies, but for terrestrial communities considered separately, it was above the mean value
(mean [±95 % confidence limits] = 0.15 [0.11, 0.19], n = 14; Tables A-4, A-5).
The top-ranked distance-decay model under all community definitions was the powerlaw with wAIC & 1 in all cases. There was no difference in distance-decay comparing
wetland-only and all plants communities, but the estimate for the slope (b) parameter of the
distance-decay relationship was more negative among upland communities (mean
[± 95 % confidence limits] = -0.127 [-0.139, -0.115], -0.117 [-0.128, -0.105] and
-0.160 [-0.179, -0.140] for all plants, wetland-only and terrestrial communities,
respectively; Fig. 5; Table 2; Fig. A-6, Table A-8 Appendix 4). The coefficient of determination in all distance-decay models was low (R2 all plants = 0.11, wetlandonly = 0.10). Wetlands with the most similar community composition tended to be located
within the same catchment (Fig. 5, although this is clearer in Fig. A-6), although dissimilar
wetlands were also present.
Total nestedness (i.e., considering both site composition and species occupancy) did not
differ from null-model expectations for wetland-only or terrestrial communities (p = 0.20
and 0.44, respectively), but within all plants communities there was weak evidence of antinesting (Z = -1.3; p = 0.10; Table 3). This was largely a result of weak anti-nestedness
in terrestrial occupancy; that is, rare terrestrial species were found less often than expected
in the same wetlands as common species (Z = -1.4, p = 0.08; Table 3). Nestedness in
wetland-only community composition was lower than null-model expectations, also
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(a) all plants

(b) wetland−only

(1−jaccard dissimilarity)

0.6

0.4

0.2

b = − 0.13
R2 = 0.12

0.0
0

b = − 0.12
R2 = 0.11
20
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Fig. 5 Species turnover as a function of geographical distance (distance-decay) for all plants (a) and
wetland-only (b) datasets modelled with a power function. Symbols denote wetlands in the same catchment
(open circles) or different catchments (open triangles). The y-axis indicates the similarity in species
composition between wetlands (measured as 1-Jaccard dissimilarity index), with higher values indicating
more similar wetland communities. Also shown are the slope (b) and coefficient of determination (R2) for
the fitted models

Table 3 Nestedness analysis for the two datasets based on overlap and decreasing fill metrics (NODF)
Dataset
All plants

Wetland-only

Terrestrial

NODFa

Estimateb

Expectedc

Z

PZ

Total

28.79

29.89

-1.28

0.099

Sites

51.37

52.13

-0.55

0.291

Species

25.99

27.13

-1.35

0.089

Total

47.34

48.65

-0.84

0.200

Sites

56.00

58.67

-1.70

0.045

Species

41.44

41.83

-0.21

0.416

Total

23.41

23.27

0.15

0.442

Sites

44.12

41.51

1.11

0.133

Species

15.67

16.46

-1.39

0.083

Evidence of nestedness is indicated by estimates [ expected under null community simulations, while
estimates \ expected indicate anti-nesting—the tendency for rare species not to occur with common species. Z-transform indicates how likely the result would be under the null hypothesis of no nestedness. The
matrix fill values were 0.14, 0.22 and 0.08 for all plants, wetland-only and terrestrial communities
respectively
a
Nestedness metric based on the overlap and decreasing fill algorithm (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008); b NODF
metric; c Mean NODF calculated from 999 simulated communities using the proportional–proportional reshuffling algorithm (Almeida-Neto and Ulrich 2011)
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suggesting anti-nestedness. In other words, the composition of species-poor wetlands were
not comprised of subsets of species-rich wetlands more often than expected (Z = -1.7;
p = 0.05; Table 3). There was also little evidence of nesting in species composition by
wetland area (Table A-6, Appendix 4). The minimum percentage of the number of wetlands required to include every native plant species in at least one wetland was 49 % (59 %
of total area), while for wetland-only plants this was 24 % of the total number (39 % of
total area).

Discussion
Terrestrial species were a large and important component of total plant biodiversity,
representing more than half of the species present in our dataset. The inclusion of terrestrial
species changed occupancy distributions to a strongly unimodal pattern dominated by rare
(satellite) species. This suggests that wetlands offer habitat for many rare terrestrial species
and this increases species turnover. Nestedness analysis suggests rare terrestrial species
were often found at different sites to more common ones; to include every native species in
at least one wetland requires twice the number of wetlands, and 50 % more wetland area,
than is needed for wetland-only species.
We show that the occupancy frequency distributions for all plants and wetland–only
plants differed largely due to the rare terrestrial species. The all plants distribution was
strongly unimodal, dominated by rare (satellite) terrestrial species, while the wetland-only
distribution was more uniform in distribution as observed in histograms of the data (online
Appendix I). The two top-ranked occupancy regression models provide statistical confirmation of these different distributions; the concave exponential model, top-ranked for all
plants, is associated with a strongly unimodal satellite distribution and the sigmoidal
symmetric model is associated with a bimodal distribution (Hui 2012; Jenkins 2011).
Jenkins (2011) proposed different causal mechanisms for these two occupancy models,
with dispersal limitation or high disturbance leading to an exponential concave model, and
habitat heterogeneity and moderate disturbance resulting in sigmoidal patterns. However,
our distance decay result suggests wetland-only species were less dispersal limited than
terrestrial species meaning this is an unlikely explanation for the superior fit of the
exponential concave model. Similarly the intensity of disturbance in wetland fringes where
terrestrial species are more abundant is more likely to be greater, not more moderate as
required for a sigmoidal occupancy model fit for all-plants under Jenkin’s (2011) suggestions. We therefore confirm that occupancy distributions are not reliable indicators of
biological mechanisms (Brown 1984; Hui 2012; McGeoch and Gaston 2002).
We hypothesised that reliance on hydrological niches would create nested patterns in
wetland-only communities, but in fact found the opposite: wetland-only site-based species
patterns were anti-nested—species-poor wetlands were less likely to be composed of
subsets of species-rich wetlands than null models predict. In contrast, when terrestrial
species were included, we found no evidence of anti-nesting among sites, but some suggestion that species occupancies were anti-nested. Anti-nestedness for species occupancies
tends to occur when endemic species (here we refer to regional endemicity, which we
define as those species observed in only one wetland) are not found at those sites where
widespread species occur (Almeida-Neto et al. 2008). While high nestedness has been
found previously for sedge meadows in Illinois, USA (Matthews 2004), Matthews et al.
(2015) found that anti-nestedness was more frequently observed in habitat islands such as
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wetlands, suggesting earlier work might be unreliable because of the metrics and null
models adopted.
In our case the pattern largely arose because many of terrestrial species (39 %) were
only present at one wetland, preventing nested patterns from forming (Almeida-Neto et al.
2008; Matthews et al. 2015). The practical implication of this is that a large proportion of
wetland patches and total area are necessary to ensure that all species are conserved within
the landscape (Matthews et al. 2015). To include every native species would require 59 %
of wetlands by area and 49 % by number, and would need to include wetlands of all sizes.
However, acting to protect this number of wetlands to provide terrestrial species habitat
might be of limited practical conservation value. Since much of the region was only
cleared during the 1950s, terrestrial species distributions could still be relaxing to the
newly cleared landscape’s spatial configuration of suitable and unsuitable patches (and
their connectedness), meaning that they might actually represent a regional extinction debt
(Diamond 1972; Tilman et al. 1994). Hence, whether wetlands would represent viable
long-term habitat for these isolated populations is questionable.
Observed power-law behaviour (z = 0.21) for our wetland species was typical for
habitat isolates such as islands (Drakare et al. 2006; Rosenzweig 1995; Triantis et al.
2012), and equal to the average of published results for similar wetland systems. The
similarity in z parameter estimates between all plants and wetland-only communities is
slightly at odds with prior studies separating terrestrial and wetland plants in seasonal
wetlands. Both Brose (2001) and Smith and Haukos (2002) found that log–log transformed
power-law species-area slopes decreased by up to 50 % when terrestrial plants were
included, suggesting that terrestrial plants species were more widely distributed than
wetland plants. In our case we found the opposite. Additionally, the low habitat heterogeneity of the Playa wetlands of the Southern Great Plains in the USA (Smith and Haukos
2002), or the high physical disturbance in temporary eastern German wetlands (Brose
2001) could have affected conclusions.
Species turnover as determined by the b1 index was, as we anticipated, lower for
wetland-only plant communities and also lower than previously published results
(Table A-5, Appendix 3). The difference between all plants and wetland-only communities
was however due to the greater turnover among terrestrial communities, which were high
compared to prior studies. Similarly, slopes of the power-law distance-decay model
indicated that similarity in composition in terrestrial communities decayed more rapidly
than in wetland-only communities. Fleurieu wetlands are almost invariably associated with
watercourses (Fig. 1), and increased intra-catchment similarity suggests hydrochory is an
influential determinant of community composition. Hydrochory contributes to the maintenance of wetland plant species richness, but is also a vector for the spread of invasive
species and can make wetlands more susceptible to climate change through its effects on
streamflow patterns (Nilsson et al. 2010). This appears to be the reason that the top-ranked
model was the power-law, although this has not been as widely applied to model distancedecay relationships as the other models we applied (Nekola and White 1999; Soininen
et al. 2007).
We found that removing sampling bias for wetland databases presents a different
challenge than for continuous biomes that can be represented with a grid because of the
differences in area and possibly due to hydrological heterogeneity (Appendix 1, Online
Resource 1). This has important implications for the future use of wetland survey databases
because sampling effort (e.g. number of records, Hortal et al. 2007) might be an unreliable
indicator of complete censuses in wetlands.
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Our analysis indicates that the diversity of Fleurieu wetland plant communities depends
largely on the community definition adopted; including terrestrial species changes conclusions on the diversity and variability in community composition. Including terrestrial
species within the definition of the wetland plant community greatly increases both the
number and area of wetlands necessary to include every species within at least one wetland. In our study region, wetland hydrology is such that terrestrial species can be found
throughout the wetland extent in all but the wettest areas. However, in cleared landscapes
even if wetlands form deeper-water habitat that precludes terrestrial species, wetland
fringes might still provide suitable remnant habitat. As a result, particularly in modified
landscapes, we recommend that terrestrial species be included in studies of the biodiversity
associated with wetland habitat.
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